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Practicing with Adjectives (Superlative) 

Worksheet 7 

Use the word bank to choose a word to fit in each sentence. Make the 

adjective you choose superlative. Remember that superlatives can end in –

est or use the word most. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. The _________________ baked goods are kept in the back. 

2. Please go to the _________________ pharmacy to pick up the medication 

we need. 

3. With all the toys in the floor this is the ____________________ room I 

have ever seen. 

4. The ______________________ puppies are always the cutest to me. 

5. The ______________________ birds are not typically found in the U.S. 

6. We will put the ______________________ players in the game first. 

7. My cousins are the __________________________ people around when we 

are together. 

8. The _____________________ students are a challenge for the teacher. 

9. The ______________________ photos were left out of the album because 

they were too shiny. 

10. The ___________________________ people work to help others. 

11. The _____________________________ people can make others smile 

often. 

12. The ________________________________ fans go to every concert. 

close     compassionate   gifted 

crazy     exotic     fresh 

defiant    fuzzy     devoted 

glossy     funny     filthy 
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Answer Sheet 

1. The __freshest__________ baked goods are kept in the back. 

2. Please go to the ___closest__________ pharmacy to pick up the medication 

we need. 

3. With all the toys in the floor this is the __filthiest______________ room I 

have ever seen. 

4. The __fuzziest________________ puppies are always the cutest to me. 

5. The _most exotic_____________ birds are not typically found in the U.S. 

6. We will put the __most gifted______________ players in the game first. 

7. My cousins are the __craziest____________________ people around when 

we are together. 

8. The _most defiant____________ students are a challenge for the teacher. 

9. The __glossiest_______________ photos were left out of the album 

because they were too shiny. 

10. The __most compassionate_______________ people work to help others. 

11. The ____funniest______________________ people can make others smile 

often. 

12. The _most devoted______________________ fans go to every concert. 
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